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ONE: THE GOOD PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

ONE with Resourceful NINE Wing 

 more relaxed, accepting, calm 

 allow self, others, and events to take their natural 

course 

 work towards change from a serene center 

ONE with Non-Resourceful NINE wing 

 procrastinate for fear won’t do project perfectly 

enough 

 neglect real self in favor of “shoulds” 

 sit on anger 

ONE with Resourceful TWO Wing 

 compassion and forgiveness temper judgments 

 empathize with self and others vs. criticize 

 reform in a gentle manner 

ONE with Non-Resourceful TWO Wing 

 feel hurt if their efforts to right things aren’t 

appreciated 

 feel victimized if they’re doing all the work 

 sacrifice own needs for sake of high standards and 

expectations 

 

TWO: THE LOVING PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

TWO with Resourceful ONE Wing 

 more equitable in their ministrations to others 

 help people on principle vs. to please others 

 honest about who they are and what they need 

TWO with Non-Resourceful ONE wing 

 sacrifice self for unreasonable ideals and expectations 

of service 

 overworking for justice and the underdog 

 resentful when assistance isn’t appreciated and 

kindness not reciprocated 

TWO with Resourceful THREE Wing 

 more organized, focused, effective 

 can delegate vs. doing everything themselves 

 competent as well as conciliating 

TWO with Non-Resourceful THREE Wing 

 more work; less self care 

 more image and role; less self-expression 

 more socially competitive 

 

THREE: THE EFFECTIVE PERSON 

Neighboring Styles 

THREE with Resourceful TWO Wing 

 person-oriented as well as task-oriented 

 relationships are as important as accomplishments 

 take others’ feelings into account 

THREE with Non-Resourceful TWO wing 

 become overly adaptive to others’ needs 

 seek others’ approval even more 

 hurt and angry when achievements aren’t appreciated 

enough 

 

THREE with Resourceful FOUR Wing 

 value the inner journey as well as the outer journey 

 in touch with authentic self 

 appreciation for beauty and the arts: applied arts 

THREE with Non-Resourceful FOUR Wing 

 moody, morose, ruminative when introspecting 

 relationships may become intense and short-lived 

 exaggerated feelings of specialness and superiority 

 

FOUR: THE ORIGINAL PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

FOUR with Resourceful THREE Wing 

 introspective attitude balanced by working effectively 

in the world 

 practical implementation of creative fantasies 

 the applied arts 

FOUR with Non-Resourceful THREE wing 

 can escape into work vs. deal with inner turmoil 

 form with less substance 

 emote and perform vs. engage and produce 

FOUR with Resourceful FIVE Wing 

 reasoned, dispassionate, objective observations 

 restraint balances labile emotions and impulsiveness 

 thinking connects with feeling; science meets mystery; 

enlightenment joins enthusiasm 

FOUR with Non-Resourceful FIVE Wing 

 over intellectualize and over analyze 

 further withdrawing and marginalizing self 

 contemptuous, aloof, melancholic isolation 

 

FIVE: THE WISE PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

FIVE with Resourceful SIX Wing 

 committed to people and causes 

 loyal to self and others 

 group involvement vs. loner 

FIVE with Non-Resourceful SIX Wing 

 suspicious and wary approach 

 doubt self and abilities 

 issues with authority 

FIVE with Resourceful FOUR Wing 

 thoughts are connected to feelings 

 objective observation + passionate involvement 

 creative and intuitive as well as logical and analytical 

FIVE with Non-Resourceful FOUR wing 

 feel more disconnected and alienated 

 moody and depressed 

 more fantasies vs. more action 

 

SIX: THE LOYAL PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

SIX with Resourceful FIVE Wing 

 believe they are wise and perceptive 

 more objective and less fearful 

 can take multiple perspectives and see whole picture 
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SIX with Non-Resourceful FIVE wing 

 back further away from situation vs. confront it 

 more heady – less gutsy 

 more systems and structures vs. more action 

SIX with Resourceful SEVEN Wing 

 more optimistic 

 what might go right along with what might go wrong 

 the world is my oyster vs. my tar pit 

SIX with Non-Resourceful SEVEN Wing 

 escape into fantasies vs. deal with here and now 

 avoid any pain -- not just being betrayed 

 distract self vs. focus and act 

 

SEVEN: THE JOYFUL PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

SEVEN with Resourceful SIX Wing 

 can commit to a chosen course of action 

 more sober, serious, prudent 

 more courageous and steadfast in carrying out duties 

and responsibilities 

SEVEN with Non-Resourceful SIX wing 

 exaggerate fears and flight 

 self-doubt interferes with doing 

 authority issues more salient 

SEVEN with Resourceful EIGHT Wing 

 can more readily access own personal power 

 get to the bottom line quicker: ready, aim, FIRE 

 toughness and resolve in the face of pain and suffering 

SEVEN with Non-Resourceful EIGHT Wing 

 assertion moves into aggressively pushing one’s own 

plans 

 gluttony + lust = I want it all and I want it now 

 my ideas and plans are superior to your unimaginative 

ploddings 

 

EIGHT: THE POWERFUL PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

EIGHT with Resourceful SEVEN Wing 

 broad vision + magnanimous heart 

 planning comes before action 

 optimistic and lighthearted: a little sugar helps the 

medicine go down 

EIGHT with Non-Resourceful SEVEN wing 

 gluttony + lust = recipe for addiction or arrest 

 limits?  what limits? 

 I imagine I can do most anything I want 

EIGHT with Resourceful NINE Wing 

 relaxed, laid-back attitude tempers intensity 

 willing to consider others’ points of view 

 allow events to take their natural course vs. make it 

happen 

EIGHT with Non-Resourceful NINE Wing 

 more out of touch with inner self 

 self neglectful in impulsive pursuit of goals and 

satisfaction 

 can become resigned to the way things are 

NINE: THE PEACEFUL PERSON 

 

Neighboring Styles 

NINE with Resourceful EIGHT Wing 

 in touch with inner power, autonomy, authority 

 sense of own individuality and boundaries 

 feel self-confident, influential, intentional, direct 

NINE with Non-Resourceful EIGHT wing 

 anger may emerge explosively 

 may pursue pleasure and comfort vs. engage in 

genuinely self-fulfilling activity 

 authority issues may distort or inhibit personal agendas 

and ambitions 

NINE with Resourceful ONE Wing 

 more focused and motivated to do what ought to be 

done 

 idealism moves to action 

 conviction that you can make things better if you put in 

the effort 

NINE with Non-Resourceful ONE Wing 

 inhibited about expressing own preferences and anger 

 do what you should instead of what you want 

 perfectionism leads to procrastination 

 

 

 


